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DeeDee Finger
painted a dresser for
PYAG friend. Kathy
Disbrow. DeeDee
sanded dresser,
painted, then rolled
turquoise, light green,
and pink for
background. Painted
leaves, berries, and
birds in acrylic. It will
go in Kathy’s
bathroom. Just needs
polyurethane to
protect.

“These are all ornaments I sold
before I could even deliver them
to the Arts Center. I posted
some pics on my personal and
some group pages and I sold
them! Everyone wrote and
mailed checks for the Arts
Center. I am waiting on one last
check and I have 2 more
ornaments to complete. I also
received 2 commissions from
the postings.”
- Diane Stratton-Smith

“This painting is a
piece I did for the 100
days project.
I had a dream of a
little yellow bird
carrying a bright
string of lanterns
through the dark.”
-Diane Stratton-Smith

“Painting en plein air this fall.”
- Linda Ludwig

“Painting for the 100 day project. A wedding present for a friend of their
house in Florida.
A home is a place of hopes and dreams.”
Shirley Blanchard
Shari MacFarlane, my artist friend in Virginia, is doing interesting things on youtube. I
Think the membership would enjoy watching it.
Until the pandemic changed our lives, Shari taught art in her home every afternoon to
children whose parents wanted them to have a fuller art experience than the public
schools offered.
This fall, in her frustration, she decided to explore and learn to use videos to teach. She
is still in the long and involved learning process, but she has produced three short videos. The first is her latest attempt--a snow story, with a painting she does in fast time. The
second, more for adults, is an artistic comment on our country's dilemma. The last is the
sound of jazz music performed by Dave Anderson, piano, and Mike Wingo, percussion,
with her paintings displayed on screen.
Go to youtube, videos, Shari MacFarlane

“Here is a painting I did

4 years ago, the day
after the election. I was
not in a good place but
was hoping for light and
encouragement!”
-Ginny Deneka

“This woodsy one

I started a while
back and finished
it 2 days ago. Will
be in next ACYC
show
- Ginny Deneka

Bonnie Barney found this
painting by Ginny Deneka
gift wrapped on her porch
one day and wanted to be
sure it was shared with our
members. Bonnie is toasting the 20th Anniversary of
the Art Barn Show & Sale.
Thanks, Bonnie!

“Lightnings race in finger lakes
-Eric Happ

“I did this a few years ago but wanted to share it because I think I captured
Chip’s personality. He’s an enthusiastic, curious dog that’s always on the go.”
- Amy Hoffman

“Distance”
- Bonnie
Barney

“Polly Woggins" (one of
my creature cache pots!”
- Pat Jackson

“’Larry the Loam
Lizard’ (a silly garden
‘sculpture.’)”
- Pat Jackson

